Overview of a selected range of TIK TOK Apps.
FlashBet Wheel

The “FlashBet Wheel” is a revolutionary approach
to online sports betting that has cross market
and cross gambler profile appeal, from the
sports betting market and football pools
player to the ‘Lucky Dip’ lottery player, and
from the novice gambler and ‘accumulator’
punter to the analytical sports bet player.
The player makes 6 selections
3 Home wins
2 Draws
1 Away Win
This App is the first of its kind to deliver 10
groups of 6 X 6 fold accumulators within
10 seconds. Available on all major
platforms, designed from the outset and
optimised for handheld devices.
This App will be made available for all
major football soccer leagues and will
allow betting opportunities across those
leagues.
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FLASHBET MINI WHEEL

The MINI WHEEL is easy to use and is a simplistic
extension of the original FlashBet Wheel which
involves 3 selections instead of 6 selections.
1 Home win
1 Draw
1 Away Win
The application automatically produces the
best odds for the standard “minimum” bet
that is based purely on the outcomes
chosen.
The algorithm behind the program throws
out groups of 5 X 3 folds and arranges them
in specific odds groups.
This App satisfies the growing desire by
modern punters for rapid easy access to
betting opportunities.
This App will be made available on all major
platforms and for all major football soccer
leagues and will allow betting opportunities
across those leagues.
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DRAW PREDICTOR

The DRAW PREDICTOR is based on
Fibonacci Theorem and easy to use.
The Draw Predictor App generates
likely to win bets based on future
draw results in football matches by
selecting match results that give
the user a higher propensity to
win.
The principle that drives this
concept on the backend is based
on following a team to see a series
of match days without a draw. The
longer the series, the greater the
propensity to make gains.
The Draw Predictor App delivers
straight into the hands of the
punter an easy to use unique App
that defines where draws are
more likely to occur. This App will
be made available on all major
platforms and across major
football leagues.
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MARKET MAESTRO

The MARKET MAESTRO is a fusion of
Audio and Visual. A music alert and
prompt App where trading prices are
reflected with harmony on a
musical stave to provide audio
and
visual
market
trend
indicators.
The Market Maestro App is where
maths and music are infused to
show market direction. Subject to
appropriate approval a “Flash
Trade” option will be made
available.
The App shows correlation of
market price movements and
musical notes to convey 'melodic
trend patterns'.
Market moves are fused in an
algorithm matching exact market
moves
or
sequences
of
movement
WITH
Classically
recognisable note patterns.
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TIK TOK enhanced technologies
TIK TOK are at the early development stage in the design and
production of a TIK TOK gaming machine and a TIK TOK
gaming tablet to further promote the use of the TIK TOK
suite of Apps using chip technology interface.
The gaming machine market is currently enjoying
somewhat of a renaissance and TIK TOK is currently
scheduling a roll-out program to place its product in
France and Spain where market demand is high.
The planned TIK TOK gaming tablet will allow for the
Company’s suite of Apps to be placed on a TIK TOK
branded handheld device which will allow the user to
benefit from all the betting and play opportunities
offered.
The user can also apply a fusion of different bet
products, for example they could use the draw
predictor App to input their draw selections into either
the FlashBet Mini-Wheel or the FlashBet Wheel.
The Company is also advancing the use of Token Play
and Crypto Play across its range of Apps to create
interest in a wider range of markets.
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Coverage of TIK TOK Apps - Sports and Countries
Sports. Although the original FlashBet Wheel was
fashioned around soccer football leagues the
FlashBet Wheel is an easy fit to accommodate the
following sports under the Multi Sports Wheel;
Cricket, Rugby, Basketball, Baseball, American
Football, Tennis, Boxing, Golf, Horse Racing,
Formula One. Where draws are not applicable;
Example 6-Fold
Golf: Player to win US OPEN
(match)
Tennis: Player to win Wimbledon (match)
Cricket: Team to win “the ashes” (match)
American Football: Super Bowl (match)
Formula One: Grand Prix winner (event)
Basket Ball: NFL League
(match)
Countries. The TIK TOK suite of Apps are the
ideal betting tools for world gambling with
existing opportunities in major world sporting
events like The World Cup, Champions
League, African Cup of Nations, AFC Asian Cup
and Copa América along with other world
sports events like the Olympics.
Users worldwide will be attracted to our
unique Apps.
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